
STEP 1: DEDICATED PLACE
- The first thing you need is a dedicated place to setup your home studio. If you have a spare
room you can use I would definitely recommend it. But it is perfectly acceptable if you only have
a corner of a room to setup your music studio in.

STEP 2: QUALITY DESK
- I recommend you to get a decent sized desk, that can take quite a lot of weight, since you will
need place for lots of heavy equipment. And it does not feel good if everything is cramped
together, with no place to spare. Place the desk facing the shortest wall, for improved acoustics.

STEP 3: POWERFUL COMPUTER
- Now it is time for the command center of modern music production. The computer. This is the
single most important tool you need for making music. CPU performance is the single most
important factor, followed by RAM memory, and then storage space.

STEP 4: AUDIO INTERFACE
- To be able to record vocals, instruments, and monitor your music: You need an audio interface.
This is basically a piece of hardware that connects your computer to outside gear: like
microphones, guitars, studio speakers, headphones etc.

STEP 5: DAW
- Up next is the software you need to make your music with. In professional terms this kind of
software is called DAW, which stands for Digital Audio Workstation. There are many choices
here, with different work flows and overall layout. Personally I use Logic Pro X.

STEP 6: MICROPHONE
- There are many different kinds of microphones you can use, but for vocal recordings you
should mainly look for a Large Diaphragm Condenser Microphone with a cardioid pick up
pattern. Also remember to use a "pop filter", to avoid distorted popping sounds.

STEP 7: MIDI KEYBOARD
- Now you need something to input notes with, into your computer and DAW. A device that you
can use to add all your melodies, chords and rhythms. I am talking about a MIDI Keyboard. MIDI
is basically the digital data used by music software for musical notes and values.

STEP 8: STUDIO HEADPHONES
- Next up is headphones. Even though speakers are generally best for monitoring your music
accurately, I would say the essential studio setup should start with a pair of high quality
headphones, dedicated for music production.

STEP 9: STUDIO SPEAKERS
- They are designed to have a very flat frequency response, which basically means that they give
a true representation of your music. This is very important when you mix your tracks. They
should also be active speakers, which means that they have amplification built into them.

STEP 10: SOFTWARE PLUGINS
- Even though most DAWs come with lots of sounds and instruments, they are not of the highest
quality, and can soon become boring. Well you can get more instruments and effects by
investing in 3rd party plugins for your software. My favorite instrument plugin is Omnisphere.

STEP 11: VOCAL REFLECTION FILTER
- This will drastically reduce the sound reflections, since it basically works like a mini sized vocal
booth. It is much cheaper than a real vocal booth, but will still improve your recordings a lot.

STEP 12: PAD CONTROLLER
- If you want to have more control when programming your drums and percussion, I can
recommend a pad controller. The pads are laid out better for drums, and the trigger action is
much faster.

STEP 13: ACOUSTIC PANELS
- Few things make it feel like a music studio, like acoustic panels on the wall. It really makes the
whole home studio feel more professional. And I can tell you that it does make a huge difference
to reduce the echo and room sound.

STEP 14: DAW CONTROLLER
- If you really want to get more hands on feeling when making music, and use your computer
keyboard and mouse less, you can check out a DAW controller. I personally use Mackie MCU
Pro, which works in most DAWs.


